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Dear iiae, 

A friend has sent me a reprint of the very nice Pine "one piece on you. 

I have the answers to most of the questions you ask -all the medical ones and those 
you don t ask. find me an "angel" and, although under the least commercie3 auppices, 
everyone can have them. 

POST MORTEM,.on the suppressed medical•evidence, can be printed on completion 
of the appendix, a relatively simple job I've laid aside for work on the Ray case. 
It has mind-blowing documents that were 1411 in the Archives. People you'd never 
dream would have spoken to me. I'd already proven what they said. 

Even in Dallas, there was nobody who would not talk to me, strange as it may seem. 
(Most on tape.) 

The questions you ask aboutOswald? I've most of the answers and that book a third to 
half written and all researched. 

Who destroyed the evidence? I've many of the answers, if not all. Ranges from signed 
receipts I have. aich is bureaucracy, it signs receipts. Ordnung Muss Seim. and organization, 
record-keeping, etc. 

Who did it to Ray? That too and a better-than-reasonable answer to why, with an 
official record. 

On Watergate I've things not yet indicated, connections riot even conjectured. 
One of those cats scratched me in 1965. So, I'm interested in cats. 

But I'm 80 broke I can't even afford stamps. This, by the wey, if out-of-date 
Ozalid paper, so the yellowPon the back is not the result;  of some examination. 
On that subject, however, I've even carbons of CIA surevillaric© on me. 

We have more than most would imagine. It can be out when it can be financed. 

I tell you these things not for use and I d; :l't want them used, please. The time 
for that will be when each work can appear. 

And there is so much more! Aside from the two concluded and successful suits, there 
is one now before the court of appeals inDC that will be precedent and DJ and other agencies 
are saying so, at least a dozen I can file at any time, including vs the White houese and 
'CIA and Army, under the Freedom of Inforwation. Act. I can probable file civil actions, too. 
But not alone. I was pro se once. Too much work for a non-lawyer. 

The problem is not knowledge or evidence but financing; not the government's power 
but our lack of it and resources. And I'm mortgaged to the hilt and eithout income, so 
I can't do anything a eut financing. 

Back to where I began: want the answers? Find me an Itiaglik' la". 

With survival, I can go much farthur. I must have 3,000 pages of documents I've not 
even had time to read, aside from ey own investigations, where I have hundreds of hours 
of interviews not yet transcribed. Even to what I'd never use or give: color pictures 02 
showing JFK's blood. Is that close enough to the nitty-gritty? 

Best wishes, 

al—th story says Lao co -c froL.1 I EaL:nin 	ifnus thi 	to see if 011 is 
to try to L:a1a) 	.2osblc I doili t 	it,)!at I try. 


